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COMPLEK FORMATION OF TRAI{SITION ELEI{ENT II,ÍPT]RITIES IN SILICON

C . A. J . Al,tt{ERIÁAl{ and A. B . VAII OOSTEN

Natuurkundlg LaboratorÍum der Unlverslteit van Ansterdêm, ValckenierstraaË 65, NL-1018 XE Anster-
dan, ïhe Netherlands

Very recently a number of new lnpurlty complexes in sÍllcon have been ldentlfled and character-
lsed ln studies by nagnetlc resonance, Íhe complexes Ínvolve traÍrsí.tion elements of the 3d, 4d
and 5d serles. Anong the recent flndÍngs are the baslc structure of substÍtutionel lsolated
nlckel, several lron-acceptor complexes, and lnpurity palrs wlth chromium, manganese, cogper,
pal!.adlun or platÍnurn as a constituent. The electron paramagnetlc resonance spectrun provLdes a
sec of data which allows an unamblguous ldentlfication of these centres. Besldes, the analysÍs of
the Zeeman energy tênsors ln the spin HarnÍltonlans descrlbÍng the resonences glves lnslght into
the physical propertlês related to both atonic and êlectronÍc etructure. Analysls reveals the
synnêtry of the arrangenenË of atons in the complexes as well as the true physÍcal value of the
eLectron spÍn whlch Ís related co the charge statês of the centres.

1. INTRODUCTION

Due to thelr generally high solubllity, hlgh
mobllÍty and electrical amphoteric actlvity,
transition element impurities have an often
major effect on the physlcal properties of
sllicon. Transition elements readlly form palrs
or other complexes of various sizes and compo-

sltion, whlch are however qulte unstable and

dissolve agaln under moderate thernal treat-
ment. Due to these properties, usually endured

as mallcious, firm control over these lmpurl-
tLes is mandatory for rellable sillcon techno-

logy.
Electron par€rmagnetlc resonance (EPR) ls a

posrerful method for experimental study of these

processes. Centres can be unambiguously ldentl-
fled and labeled ln a unique way by the parame-

ters followlng from the spin-Harniltonlan analy-
sls. In addltion, the characteristics of the

spectra, such as angular dependenee and hyper-
fÍne splitting, reveal important informatlon on

the atonÍ,c and electronie structure of the

centres. In many cases the atomic conflguratlon
of the centre as embedded ln the sillcon host
crystal 1s derived leading to a unique rellable
model. The dlstrlbution of the defect electron
around lts centre as monitored by self and

llgand hyperflne lnteractlons gives clues on

the electronlc srave functÍ.on. ïhese fundanental

data allow a detailed picture to be extracted
of the irnpurlty in the host: its atomlc struc-
ture and electronic binding.

Research by magnetic resonance has non led
to the observatlon of nearly 300 par€rmagnetic

centres ln sllicon. A large fractlon of these

centres, about 75 , has an established relatlon
to transitlon element lmpurities. The large
number again reflects the freguent presence and

actlvlty of this class of lmpurlties. Recently

several new centres involvlng transition ele-
ments of the 3d, 4d and 5d series, were obser-

ved and identlfied for the flrst time. Thls

paper will flrst describe, in section 2, the

maÍ.n aspects of some of these centres as repor-
ted recently. This includes the basÍc substitu-
tlonal nickel impurity, several palrs and com-

plexes involving iron, and other pairs in which

the 4d element palladir:n or the 5d element

platlnum are constituents. In section 3 of the

paper a special analysis of resonance data is
presented using alternatlve spin HarnlltonÍ.ans

wlth different values of effective spln. This

lllustrates the vtay in whlch experimental ob-

sen/ations through their careful analysls lead

to determlnatlon of the value of the spln wlth
most physlcal signlflcance, which is related to
the number of spln-coupled electrons ln the

centre, and hence to its charge state.
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2. NEW EPR CENTRES

2 ,1 . Substitutional nickel
Only recently the paramagnetic resonance

spectrum of negative substitutlonal nickel in
silicon was report 

"d1 
'2 . Spectra for the simi-

lar centres S1: Pd- , Si: Pt and Ge: Ni are al-
ready known for over 25 y."t"3'4. From the data

one concludes that the structure of all these

centres ls very much alike. The angular varia-
tlon of the resonance flelds of S1:N1- for
rotation of the magnetic field in the (0ï1)

plane 1s shown in figure 1. The prlnciPal g-

values as glven in table I are derived from

these measurements. The symmetry of the Si:Ni

centre, ês for the other centres, is orthorhom-

bic-I . This distortÍ.on is cons Í-stent with pre-

dominant bonding to two of the four silicon
atoms on nearest-neighbour Positions. A strong

approximately <1 1 1> axial hyperfine Í.nteraction
wlth these two silicon atous is observed. After
doping with nickel impurity which is enriched

in the magnetic isotope, i.e. with 61t{t with
'rclear spin T-3/2, the EPR spectrum shows a
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FIGURE 1

Angular dependence of the EPR line positions of
the Si:Ni. spectrum as a function of magnetic
field oriËntation in the (011) plane, demon-
strating orthorhombic-I symmetry of the centre.
t'Íicrowave frequency v = 23 GHz.

fourfold line structure. ïhis is experimental

evÍ.dence for the presence of one nickel atom in
the centre. T'he spectrum is shown in f igure 2.

The new nickel spectrurn 1s only observed in
moderately n-type doped materi.al . Preliminary

studÍes of the marked dependenee of its inten-
s lty on illtlnination with f iltered light were

made. Substitutional nickel presumably repre-

sents a small fraction only of the total annount

of nickel present irr the silicon.
2.2. Iron-acceptor pairs
Ion pairing between positively charged loni-

sed Í.ron donors and negatively charged shallow

acceptors easlly takes place near room tempera-

ture due to the high mobility of iron atoms.

Several of the pairs were already observed by

their characteristic EPR spectra about 30 years

ago5. By the more recent detection of the

iron-aluminitrm pairs in two atomic configura-
tions''' , two iron-gallium pairs with atoms on

next-nearest positionT and the iron-indiurn pair
with atoms on nearest positiorr"S'9 the set of
available EPR data became quite complete. Sym-
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FIGURE 2

Electron par€rmagnetic resonance spectrum of
nlckel in sllicon showing fourfold splittlng
due to the lsotope nickel-6 1 , enrichment 8qZ ,

wlth nuclear spin T:3/2. Magnetic field É il

<0 1 1>.



metries and g-tensor principal values are given

in table I. The trigonal centres have the lron
atom on a nearest interstltial position in a

<1 1 1> direction from the substitutional acceP-

tor. In the orthorhombic pairs the axis between

the two impurities is <100> oriented. Observa-

tion of FeB pairs in orthorhombic next-nearest

lnterstitial neighbour positlon for the iron is
still lacking. Identification of the spectra is
based on the symmetry revealed by the rotation
pattern and hyperfine structure in the spectra

arÍ.sing from magnetic nuclei. For the new FeIn

pair figure 3 demonstrates the trigonal symme-

try. The presence of one indium atom 1s shown

by the ideally resolved hyperfine lnteraction
with the isotope 1 1 5rn with nuclear spin T-g/2

and natural abundance 95 .722, see flgure 4.

Some pairs are observed both in the ground

state and in spin-orbit excited state. A dis-
cussion on the relation between the g-tensors

in ground and excited states will be given in
the next section. Binding in the pairs has been

ascrí-bed to covalent fot"." 1 2 . The centres
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FIGT]RE 3
Angular dependence of the EPR line positlons of
the Si: Fe. In- spectrum as a functlon of magne-
tic field óriËntatÍ-on in the (0T1) plane, de-
monstratlng trigonal symmetry of the centre.
tÍlcrowave frequency v z 9 GHz.
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exhibit bistability due to hopping of the iron
atom from the nearest site to the acceptor with
trigonal s1flnmetry, to the next further inter-
stitial site with orthorhombie symmetry. In
studies of such bistability the binding could

be described usÍ-ng ionic fot"""l3.
2.3. Iron-lron pair
Directly after a fast quench following iron

diffusion into silicon at about 1200 oC the EPR

spectrum labeled Si-NL24 was observ"a14. Its
angular dependence, ês shown in figure 5,

reveals a centre of rnonoclinic-I s)rÍnmetry. Wtren

analysed with effective spin S:1/2 the princi-
pal g-values as given in table I are obtained.

The unusually high g-value E3:9.44 lndicates
coupling of several electron spins, suggesting

an alternative analysis with a higher value for
the spin S. Confirming this complexity , a se-

cond monoclinic-I spectrttm lras observed which

ls due to resonance ln an excited state doublet

of the same centrels'16. These g-values, also

analysed with S:1/2, are included in table I as

well. The detailed coherent analysis of both

tttrtlrrllltl-
10s 1 10

l,lagnetlc f leld (mT)

FIGURE 4
Electron paramagnetic resonance spectrum of the
trigonal iron-indir-rn pair in silicon showing
tenfold spllttlng due to the isotope indium-
1 15, natural abundance 95 .72ï", wlth nuclear
spin T-g/2. t'Íagnetlc fleld Ë il <1 11>.
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spectra in a spin S:5/2 formalism is briefly
discussed in section 3 of this paper. After
introduction of the magnetic isotope 57F., with
nuclear spin I:1/2, hyperflne structure as

lndicated in f igure 6 is observed. The nrrrnber

of lines in the spectrum and their intenslties
ate unambiguously interpreted as due to two

lron atoms, oD synnretry-equivalent posltÍ.ons in
the NL24 centre. t'lodels conslstent with this
conclusion and with the observed monocllnic
symÍnetry are discussed ln the l iteratrrt. 14 . Ttre

EPR spectnln 1s lost by thermal anneal êt, or
just above, room temperature. This may be ln-
terpreted as further iron aggregation at the

(Fer)2 centre, leading to larger complexes, of
whlch the (Fet)4-complex with EPR spectrtrm NL22

ls the only reported specl""17.
2.4. Iron-iron-boron complexes

The process of iron precipitation can also
proceed via the iron-acceptor complexes. Evi-
dence for such a process was found ln boron

doped sllicon by the observation of two FeFeB-

complexes, one wlth monocllnic-I, the other

with orthorhomblc-r sSrrnmetryl5 ' 16 
' 
18. The hlgh

g-values, see table I, as well as the obser-
vatlon of resonance in excited state dou-

blets 1 5 
' 

J 6, confirms the high spin of the cen-

tres, arisirg from the presence of two lron
atons. Observatlon of a fourfold splitting due

to the 1 1g lsotope, nuclear spln T-3/2, abun-

dance 81 .2I, reveals the acceptor atorn in the
centre. To establlsh detalled structural mod-

els, to distlnguish between several concelva-

ble models conslstent with the s)rrunetry, fur-
ther measurements of hyperfine interactions
wlth 57r., to, or t tr, and the surroundlng 29sr

nuclei are required.
2.5. Manganese- and chromium-copper pairs
After co-diffusion of manganese and copper

1n silicon, foLlowed by cooling in air, two nerr

trigonal EPR spectra were observ"al 9. ïhe spec-

tra 'show the slxfold splittlng due to one man-

ganese nucleus ( isotope 55t't r, spin T-5/2, abun-

dance 100U ) and additional fourfold splirting
by one copper nucleus (isotopes 63c,, and "arr,
spÍn T-3/2, total abundance 100%). They are

883 884 88s 886 887
Magáetlc fleld (nT)

FIGT'RE 6

Electron par€rmagnetic resonance spectrrrn of the
lron-lron palr ln s111con showlng fiyefold
splltting due to two atoms of the isotope )ron-
57 , enrichment 85U, wlth nuclear spin T-'l/2.
l{agnetic fleld B in the (0ï1} plane, 75o away
from [ 100] .
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FIGURE 5

Angular dependence of the EPR Line posltions of
the S1: (Fe. Fe, )- spectrum as a functlon of
magnetlc fïelà orlentatlon ln the (0ï1) plane,
demonstratlng monoclinlc-I s)rnmetry of the
centre. Mlcrowave frequency v = 23 GHz.



consequently lnterpreted as arising from t'ÍnCu

pairs, wí.th copper on a substitutional site and

manganese on a nearest lnterstltial posltion.
One pair observed in p-type silicon 1s asso-

clated with the t'ÍnCu* pair, the other pair
observable in n-type silicon then is due to the

MnCu pair. These are the first EPR ldenËlfied
copper-related centres in sllicon.

In much the same lray, co-diffusion of chro-

mirln and copper results ln the observatÍ.on

of an EPR spectrum with fourfold splitting due

to one copper "tor20. The spectrum reveals

trigonal syÍnnetry and is interpreted as a neu-

tral Cr, Cu_ palr. The g-tensor components of1s
the three copper-related spectra are given in
table I .

2.6. Iron-platlnum and lron-palladirln palr
In the early work of Ludwig and [íoodbury the

spectrum Pt(II) was report"d3. It was tentati-
vely speculated to be related to a platlnum

associated with oxygen. However, the spectrun

also appeared 1n oxygen-free float- zot:re sill-
con. Presence of lron ln the samples strongly
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FIGT]RE 7
Angular dependence of the EPR line posltlons of
the S1: PtPt spectrum as a functlon of magnetic
field orlentation 1n the (0ï1) plane, demon-
strating orthorhonblc-I s1rlnnetry of the centre.
l{lcrowave frequency v = 9 GHz.
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er*ranced the Pt(II ) signal , while suppressing

the well-identified resonance of substitutional
Pt Conclusive evidence for the presence of
lron 1n the Pt(II) centre resulted from doping

with 57F" . Ttre spectrum Pt ( II ) arlses from a

platlnum-iron iurpurity palr ln trlgonal ar-
21

rangemenË

A simllar trlgonal spectrrln was observed Ín
palladium 

, 
dlffused cryst"l"21. It showed an

analogous 
j7F" 

hyperfine structure, ln addltlon
to the structure aris ing from 105Pd. 

Ttre

structure ldentlfies the centre as a palr of
one palladium and one iron 

"tor2l. 
T'he princl-

pa1 g-values of both pairs are given ln Table

ï. The parameters of the fine and hyperfine
structure of the PtFe and PdFe pairs and their
formatlon conditlons are very simllar. Thls

indlcates a simllar structure wlth presumably

the palladium and plaËintrm on a substltutional
site and wlth the iron atom on a nearby <1 11>

interstitial posltion. By means of deep level
transient spectroscopy an electron level asso-

clated with the FePd palr was identi fied?2 .
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Magnetlc fleld (mT)

FIGURE 8

Electron paramagnetlc resonance sPectrtrm of the
platlnum-platlnum palr ln slllcon showÍ-ng flve-
fold spllttlng ( lntensitles 3:22: 50: 22:3 ) due
to two atoms of the lsotope platinr:n- 195 , D8-
tural abundance 33 . 8U, with nuclear spin I-'l/2.
l{agnetlc f leld B il <100>. (a) Measured, (b )
simulated spectrtrm.
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Table I. Parameters for transition element related centres in s1lÍ.con.

Spectrunr Atomlc

label model

Symmetry Spin S Principal g-values

\8283

Refe-

rence

Lu2

NL27

NL28

NL24

NL33

NL32

Pr(rr)

A27

A28

NLl9

NL23

NL2O

NL2 1

N1
s

Fe. In1s
Fe. In

1S
Fe.B

1S
Fe.Al

1S
Fe.Al1S
Fe.Al

1S
Fe.Ga

1S
Fe. Ga

1S
Fe.Ga1S
(Fe.Fei)*
( Fe rFei )*
Fe, Fe, B_-complex

1 1S
Fe, Fe, B_-complex

1. 1S
Fe, Fe, B_-complex

1 1S
Fe, Fe- B_-complex1 ts
(tÍn. Cu" )*
(MnrCu" ) 

-

(Cr.Cu")o

Fe. Pt1S
Fe. Pd

1S
PTPT

FeBV/I-complex

FeOV-complex
I

Fe'
s

Fe. -complex1'
Fe, Fe-V-complex11
Fe. Fe.Vr-complex

Orthorhombic-I

Trigonal
Orthorhomb ic- I
Trigonal
Trlgonal
Orthorhornb ic- I
Orthorhombic-I

Trigonal
Orthorhomb ic- I
Orthorhombic-I

l'Íonocl inic- I
l,Íonocl inic- I
l'Íonoc l inic- I
t'lonoc l inic- I
Orthorhombic-I

Orthorhombic-I

Trigonal
Trigonal
Trigonal
Trigonal
Trigonal
Orthorhombic-I

Monoc I inic- I
l'Íonoc l inic- I
Trigonal
Trigonal
Trigonal
Monoc 1 inic- I

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2
't /2
1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

3/2

3/2

3/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

3/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

2 .0163 2 .0182 2 .0536 1 .17'17 1 ,2

6. 38 1 .08 1 .08 2. 1 868 8,9

2.07 3.78 4.40 2.0530 5

2 .067 6 4 .0904 4 .0904 2 .0477 10

6.389 1.138 1.139 2.1962 6

5 . 885 ',l .236 1 .612 2 .07 52 6

1 .73 5.36 2.51 2.0554 7

5.089 2.530 2.530 2.0736 11

6.19 0.59 0.69 2.0854 7

2.02 4.65 3.37 2.0292 7

1 . ls 2.06 9 .44 3 .2434 14

3.90 3.50 5.07 2.4305 15,16

1.472 8.899 2.995 3.1577 15,19

2.96 3.05 5.46 2.3064 15,16

7 .902 1 . 81 1 4. 184 3 .0410 15, 18

1 .73 'l .94 5 . g0 2 .1196 15 , 16

2 .0065 2.016 2.0'16 19

2 . 0130 2 .025 2 .025 19

2 .003 2 .0045 2.0045 20

2 .0124 2 .1264 2 .1264 1 .2061 3 ,21

2 .0407 2 .0887 2 .0887 't .1967 21

1.6317 1.5181 2.1869 1.0408 23

4.78 1 .96 3.24 2.0327 24

4.20 2.15 4.10 2.0836 24

2 .1163 2 .0935 2 .0935 17

5 .489 2 . 809 1 .7 6g 2 .1382 17

2 .O59 6 .235 6 .235 3 .01 83 17

4 .90 7 .38 1 . 961 3 .0243 17

2.7 . Platinr:rn-platinum pair
An EPR spectrum attributed to a platinum-

platinun homonuclear pair was observed in
float- zotlre gallirrm doped s ilicon, at a measure-

ment temperature of 20 K 23 . The identification
is based on the observed lntensities of hyper-

flne splitting into 5 lines, pÍoportional to

3:22:50:22:3, see figure 8. ïhis is conslstent

with two platinum atoms on syurmetry-equivalent

sites, and the natural abundance 33.82 of the

isotope 195Pt with nuclear spin T:1/2. From the

angular dependence of resonance lines, ês given

in figure 7 , orthorhourbic-I symmetry is deduced

for the palr. This syurmetry ls identical to
2

that of the single platinum atorn Pa" J and

almost excludes nearest-neighbour sites for the
inpurity atoms. It could not be concluded

whether the platinum atours are both on substi-
tutlonal or on interstitlal sites. The princi-
pal g-values of the pair are in table I.



3. AIIALYSIS g-TENSOR

3.1. Kramers doublets

Transition metal elements are characterised

by partÍally filled inner electron shells. Due

to exchange coupling between the electrons

their spins are aligned. Hund-s empirical rule
states that maximum spin, consistenË with the

excluslon prlnciple, is reallsed as the ground

state. For transition elements with more than

half-filled shell a description in terms of
holes in an otherwise full shell is usually
preferable. The degeneracy of the levels ln a

spin 'nultiplet can be lifted by crystal fields.
For an odd nrrmber of electrons a twofold dege-

neracy of Kramers conjugate states will remain.

For Í.nstance, a spin S-3/2 quartet will be

spllt into two doublets; a sextet state formed

by spin S:5/2 will be split into three doublets

in a crystal field of low symmetry. Electron

spin resonance can be observed in these Kramers

doublets, by splitting the two levels of a dou-

blet in a magnetie field. In case the magnetic

field splitting, the Zeeman effeet, is small

compared to the crystal field splitting such a

resonance can be described with adequate accu-

racy with an effective spin S:1/2. The simple

spin HamiltonÍ.an which is then applied is
àt -+u*Ê. Ë.3. (1)

The results of analysis of spectra with spin

S-1/2 afe given in table I. In nearly all cases

the g-values obtained from the analysis devÍate

strongly from the free-electron value B:2.
Since in low sSrmmetry one expects orbital con-

tributions to the magnetism to be quenched,

these values are unphysical. It indicates that
the true spin of the centre is larger than 1/2.

Some of the centres, notably the Cu centres and

NLl 9 , can not be analysed, with satisfying
accuracy, with spin 1/2 as the zero field
splitting is not large compared to the Zeeman

energy. These centres are therefore directly
analysed with the more real spin S-3/2 and

zero-field splitting term.

3 .2. Centres with one Í-ron atom

To understand results as given in table I,

28s

it is necess ary to establish the relation be-
tween g-values 1n the spin S:1/2 formalism

and the parameters describing the higher spin
urultiplet. The Í-nteractÍ.on between spÍ.ns is
represented by the crystal field term

àt :*D G:-s/ 4)+E ( sl-s| I . (2)

ïtre flrst term gives an axial , trigonal or
tetragonal, lnteraction whlch is chosen along

the z-axls. The second term represents an or-
thorhornbic crystal f ield. For spin S:3/2 the

basis states are l-3/2>, I -1/2>, I +1/2> and

l+S/2>, excluding any orbital effects. Iíirh
equatÍ.on (2) and these basls states a matrix
QS ,l Ae lmr") can be set up. The energies rl of
the doublets L-1 ,2, obtained by diagonalising
the matrix, are given in units of D by

, ,/D:x1 1+3u2 /o2 )1 
/ z. 

( 3 )

I{ave functions corresponding to these solutions
are

I o 
t -*cos{ | +S/ Z>+s in/ | - I /Z>,

loï-*cos,/ l-3/2>+sin/ l+t/2> ,

and

loZ> sin/ l+l/2>+cos,/ l-l/Z>,
I ol-- s in/ | -3 / z>+cos,f | +'t / 2>,

with
ts2g-+(E/D) h .

(4a)

(4b )

(ac )

(4d)

(4e )

It is seen that the wave functions entirely
depend on the ratio E/D only. To the doublet

states the Zeematt energy in an applied magnetic

field is treated as a perturbation. This will
give accurate results as long as the Zeernan

energy is small compared to the separation of
the doublets. The g-factor of the electron
should norr be chosen as the isotropic value of
the free electron, g:2,0023. To allow some more

flexibility, to be discussed below, êD adjusta-
ble scalar g-value, still close to E:2, is
introduced into equation ( 1 ) for the Zeemant

effect, which then becomes

t -+Et BÉ.3. ( 5 )

Operation of this HarniltonÍ.an on the states

lOi> and lOït, lifting the Kramers degeneracf,

will give the splitting observed in the magne-

tic resonance experiment, which is quantitati-
vely specified by the g-tensor. The result for
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Table II. Measured
( 1 and 2) of a true
in parenthesis.

and predlcted g-values ln
spln 3/2 system. g-Values

the spln S-1/2 formalism for the two
predlcted on the basls of the theory

doublets
are shown

Centre Prlnclpal g-values

81 g2 83

Scaled g-values

91 E2

Dou- E/D

blet
Scale-

factor 83

FeB

trig.

FeAl

trig.

FeAl

o.rh.

FeGa

o.rh.

FeIn

trig.

FeIn

o.rh.

NL2 3

A27

A28

2.0676 4.0904

(6.14) (0.00)

6.389 1.138

(2.00) (4.29)

5.885 1.236

1,73 5.36

6.19 0.59

2 .02 4 .65

6. 38 1 .08

(2.00) ( 4.28)

2.O7 3.78

(6.14) (0.31)

s .489 2.849

(6.10) (1.55)

1 .96 3 .24

(6.01) (0.79)

2.1s 4.10

(6 .2s) (0 . 06 )

4.0904
(0.00)

1.138

(4.29)

1.612

2 .5',1

0.69

3,37

1.08

(4 .28)

4.40
(0.30)

1.768

(1 .24)

4.78

(0.70)

4.20
(0.06)

1 .0239 2.0't94
(6.000)

1.0981 5.818

(1.819)

1.0376 5.672

1.0277 1.683

1 .0427 5 .936

1.0146 1.991

1 .0934 5.835

( 1 . 828 )

1 .026s 2.O17

(5.985)

1.0691 5.134

(s.70s)

1.0164 1.928

(s.eoe)

1 .0418 2.064
(s. eee)

3.9951 3.9951

(0.000) (0.000)

1 .036 1 .036

(2.878) (4 .940)

1.191 1.554

5 .2"15 2.442

0.566 0.662

4. 583 3 .32"1

0.988 0.988

(2.909) (2.909)

3 .628 4 .286

(0.306) (0.291)

2.627 1 .654

(1.454) (1.158)

3.188 4.703
(0.778) (0.688)

3.935 4.031

(0.060) (0.060)

2 0.00

1

1 0.18

2

1 0.25

2

1 0.105

2

1 0 .175

2

2 0.05

1

2 0.23s

1

2 0. 125

1

2 0.01

1

the two doublets is:
8*:8 l+2lj(+2-6r./D) / (1$82 /D',)t / ,'1 ,

e,r:el+2+(+2+68 /D)/ 1 1+3n2 /O2 )1/2 I ,

Er:El+z+4/ 1 t +3n2 /n2 >'./', t .

Also the g-values are a function of the ratÍ-o

E/D. The result, taking 8:2, is illustrated in
figure 9 in a plot which is linear in the Para-
meter ó, Inspection of this result shows that
a g-tensor for doublet 1 and some value Ó 1 is
identical to the g-tensor predicted for doublet

2 for ó r:3}o -ó 
1 
. I,Ie restrict ourselves there-

fore to angles ó in the range 0o<d<1 50. This

corresponds to centres which are predominantly

axlal along the z-axis. Angles near ,ó:30o cor-

respond to centres more axial along the y-axis.

Simple calculation with the results given in
equations (6a)- (6c) yields

Gf,*g2*s2>t"'/u:r. Q )

I{e therefore calculate this quantity for the

experimental data and give the result in table
I. Centres which satisfy the crÍ.terion g=2

include the lron-acceptor pairs and centres

A27 , A28 and NL23 . Additional criteria, see

figure 9, state that one principal value should

be between 4 and 6, one other between 0 and 4,

and one between 0 and 2. The trigonal FeGa

centre does not satisfy the latter requirement

and is thus eliminated. Signs of g-values are

disregarded. In the experiment signs ate not

determined; in the theory the signs of perpen-

( 6a)

(6b)

(6c)



dicular g-values gx and Ey have no physlcal

signiflcance. On average over the selected

centres the result is remarkably close to
g:2.0700, which is the g-value for the neutral
interstltial iron "to*25. To allow for comparl-

son with g-values in the fÍ.gures, which are

drawn for a standard value E-2, the experÍ.men-

tal values are sealed by dlvlsion through the

factor g,/2. Results are given in table II and

are illustrated in figure 10, plotted linearly
versus E/D in the range o<E/rr-1/3 (oo<d<lso) of
axiality closest to the z-dftection. An excel-

lent match ls obtained for the I eentres selec-
ted. The orthorhornbic FeAl and FeGa pairs are

observed in both doublets. For the other cen-

tres the g-tensor for obserrsation in one dou-

blet only is thusfar avallable. On the basis of
the theoretical analysls a predÍctlon may nolí

E
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FIGURE 9

Theoretical principal values gr., g- and B, of
the g-tensor in the spin S:1/2" fofrnalism- for
the áoublets ( 1 ) and (2) of a true .spin S:3/2
system as a functÍ.on of the ratÍ.o E/D of ortho-
rhomblc to axlal crystal fleld.

-2

0.0 o.l 0.2 0.3 E/D

FIGURE 10

Principal g-values (g-, g- and 8) in the two
doublets of a true spïn SL3/2 sy3tern. (a) Dou-
blet 1 , (b) doublet 2. Solid curves are calcu-
lated; experimentally measured data points for
nine centres are represented by O, predicted
values by o.

Doublet
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Table III. Measured and
blets (1, 2 and 3) of a
are shown in parenthesis.

predicted g-values in
true spin 5/2 system.

the spin S-1/2 formallsm for the three dou-
g-Values predicted on the basis of the Ëheory

Centre Prlnclpal g-values

E7 82 g3

Sealed g-values

91 82

Scale-

factor

Dou-

blet
E/D

83

Fe.Fe.11
mono-

c l lnlc

Fe.Fe.B 1.472
1 1S

mono- 2.96

clinlc (10.29)

Fe.Fe.B 7.902
1 1S

ortho- 1 .7 3

rhornbic (10.34)

1.ls
3.90

(10.24)

2.0s9
(6 .21)

(10.3s)

4.90
(6 .12)

(10.34)

2.06

3. 50

(0. 32 )

8.899

3 .05

(0.17)

1 .811

1 .94

(0.0s)

6 .23s

(0.00)
(0.00)

7 .38

(1 .24)
(0.02)

9 .44

5 .07

(0.26)

2.895

s .46

(0. 14)

4 .184

s .80

(0.04)

6 .23s
(0.00)
(0.00)

1 . 961

(1.18)
(0.02)

1 .03s

1 .035

9 .',121

4 .899

(0.251)

2.797

5.275
(0. 139 )

4.043

5.604

(0.041 )

6.024
(0.000)

(0.000)

1 .89s

(1 .142)
(0.016)

0.205

0.1s

0.08

0.00

0.0s

1.035 1.111 1.990

3 .7 68 3 .382
(9.89s) (0.309)

1 .035

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

NL2O

NL2 1

1.422 8.s98

2.860 3 .382
(9.947 ) (0.161)

7 .635 1 .7s0

1.67 1 1 .874

(9.989) (0.044)

1 .989 6 .O24

(6.000) (0.000)

( 10.000) (0.000)

1.035 4.734 7.130
(s.e13) (1.1ee)

(9.994) (0.017)

be made of the g-values to be expected in Ëhe

other doublet. These data ate as well indicated
in figure 10 (on the basis of 8:2) and in table

II (before and after rescalitg). Observation in
this other doublet may be more difficult due to

low Boltzmann occupation of the excited states,

or due to an unfavourable g-value. Very low 8-
values require very strong fields, Possibly not

experimentally attainable. Other g-values, like
g=6 give a resonance in a field region whlch ls
not commonly carefully scanned, so that these

are easily overlooked. Among the trigonal lron-
acceptor centres only FeB behaves normally with

its E/D:O. Trigonal pair FeGa does not satlsfy
the criteria at all. The two remaining pairs

FeAl and FeIn can very well be fitted by the

theory, however, with non-zero values for E/D.

Thls has been explained earlier assuming Jahn-

Teller distortion of these centres to lower

orthorhombic symmetry, but observation of the

centres under motionally averaged conditÍ.ons ,

simulating trigonal symmet ty6 . A probably bet-
ter description is achieved by including orbi-
tal motion. In a centre of the relatively high
trigonal s)rumetry not all orbital momentum must

be quenched. An analysis on this basis has been

given for the trigonal centre t26 . The present

analysis is successful, êt least for the mono-

clinic and orthorhombic centres. Compared to
the analysis with spin S:1/2 the present analy-
sls has the advantages that ( 1 ) a better fit of
the angular dependence of the experiment by the

theory is obtained, (2) a physically more cor-
rect g-value near E:2 is used, ( 3 ) informaËion

on the crystal fields to which the centres are

exposed is obtained by determination of E/D and

(4) the spin value S:3/2 is confirmed to be the

physically significant one for these centres.

The disadavantage of this analysis is of more

practical nature . I^Ihereas the spin S:1/2 analy-
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FIGURE 1 1

Prlnclpal g-values (S*, g, lnd g) in the three
doublets of a true spÏn SL5/2 syÉtern. (a) Dou-
blet 'l , (b) doublet 2, (e) doublet 3. Solid
curves are calculated; experimentally measured
data points for five centres are represented by
o, predicted values by o.

sis uniquely gives best-fit parameters for a

well-defined g-tensor, in the S:3/2 analysis

there is some ambiguity. Changes in E/D ean be

compensated by changes in g-values, rendering

the analys is less straightforward and uní.que .

For centre NL24 a somewhat .detailed discussion

is given in reference 14. The spin S-3/2 esta-

blished for these centres indicates the Presen-

ce of three spin-coupled electrons, conflgura-
tion 3d3, or three holes, configuration 3d7 .

The latter configuration is entirely conslstent
with a positively charged lron atom on an in-
terstitial slte, t"l, forming part of the cen-

tre. Thus the spin is related to a centre wlth
one iron atom in a positive charge state.

-1
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-6
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8v
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ClFqÍ4fq
Ffooo
Z tH frl fs.rr t t

DoubleË

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 E/D
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3.3 Centres with two iron atoms

For some of the centres a g-value according
to equation (7) higher than 2 was calculated,
see table I. The centres are Fe.Fe. (NL24), the
monoclinic and orthorhombic FeFeB-complexes,

NL20 and NL21. The high g-value suggests higher
spin arising from more electrons. The more

detailed analysis for spin S-5/2 was presented
27

elsewheteo' . Results for this case are summa-

rlsed in table III and in figure 1 1 . A constant
scaling facËor 1 .035 was assumed. Again, êD

excellent agreement is observed for the 5 cen-

tres in this category. All cencres are obser-
vable in doublet 'l , which apparently is the
ground state. Doublet 2 is the intermediate
state. Predictions for the g-values of sofar
unobserved resonances are included in table III
and figure 'l 1 .
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